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ABSTRACT
Providing a justification or explanation for a recommendation has
been shown to improve the users’ experience with recommender
systems, in particular by increasing confidence in the recommenda-
tions. However, in order to be effective in a conversational setting,
the justifications have to be appropriate for the conversation so far.
Previous approaches rely on a user history of reviews and ratings
of related items to personalize the recommendation, but this infor-
mation is not generally available when conversing with a new user,
and as such a cold-start problem imposes a challenge in generating
suitable justifications. To address this problem, we propose and
validate a new method, CONJURE (CONversational JUstificatons for
REcommendations) to generate contextually relevant justifications
for conversational recommendations. Specifically, we investigate
whether the conversation itself can be used effectively to model
the user, identify relevant review content from other users, and
generate a justification that boosts the user’s confidence in and
understanding of the recommendation. To implement CONJURE, we
test several novel extensions to prior algorithms, by exploiting an
auxiliary corpus of movie reviews to construct the justifications
from extracted pieces of those reviews. In particular, we explore
different conversation representations and ranking approaches. To
evaluate CONJURE, we developed a pairwise crowd task to compare
justifications. Our results show large, significant improvements
in Efficiency and Transparency metrics over the previous non-
contextualized template-based methods. We plan to release our
code and an augmented conversation corpus on Github.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems’ users benefit from understanding why or
how a system came up with its recommendations [6, 9, 20, 25].
User-generated content, such as product or movie reviews, or social
media posts, helps users to express their experiences and inter-
ests. Recommender systems have successfully used that content
to infer preferences and improve recommendations. Such user-
generated content could also help recommender systems generate
finer-grained and more reliable explanations, in turn helping users
make easier, more informed decisions [26].

In this paper, we address three challenges. First, we seek to
generate justifications that can be used in conversations. Second,
many customers have no history of reviews or other content from
which to infer preferences or to find similar users’ reviews from
which justifications could be generated. Last, we wish to have a
system that will not introduce factual errors into justifications.
In the present work, we empirically investigate several proposed
methods to generate justifications from review text, adapting them
to a conversational setting. Moreover, we attempt to substitute the
conversation itself for a user history or reviews.

Specifically, our contributions are:
(1) We investigate whether we can successfully use a conver-

sation in place of a profile of the current user, to generate
recommendation justifications.

(2) We comprehensively investigate how to generate movie rec-
ommendation justifications, using external movie reviews.

(3) We analyze the conditions under which the justifications are
perceived to have better quality.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: §2 describes re-
cent work to generate justifications, especially from reviews. §3
describes our baseline systems and proposed new methods, partic-
ularly the relevance of an external item review to the conversation
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between a user and a recommender1. Section 4 describes the aug-
mented dataset, initially constructed from movie reviews from the
OpenDialKG corpus [13]. We then describe our crowd-sourced an-
notation efforts to evaluate the transparency and effectiveness of
the generated justifications. We report and discuss the results of
those experiments, and suggest future directions, in §5.

2 RELATEDWORK
There has been a considerable recent effort to make use of user-
generated review text to provide explanations or justifications for
recommender systems, including Matrix[27] and Tensor[4] Fac-
torization, Aspect Extraction [14, 15], Topic Modeling, and Word
Clouds[12, 24], and Graph-based methods [8]. Wu et al. in [23]
propose a Deep Conversational Critiquing Framework that pro-
vides explanations based on contextualized descriptive key-phrases
together with the recommended item. The key-phrases consist of
uni- and bi-grams, which are extracted beforehand from reviews
using a custom algorithm. While they do achieve high performance
of up to 88% of relevant key-phrases returned, those key-phrases
are not formed into a coherent sentence that can be used in a con-
versational setting, for example, returned by a voice assistant or
chat-bot. Here, we aim to generate justifications that can be used
naturally in conversation.

BERT probing was tried for Conversational Recommendations
[17], and while the authors show their improvement for recom-
mendations, they also show that the accuracy of probing is rather
low, with correct genres appearing in top-5 predictions for only
30-50% of cases. In our case, however, justifications need to be fac-
tually correct, so this technique can not be used for generating
justifications.

Justification systems typically require that the system user has
a pre-existing history of product interactions, reviews, or even
specifically justifications, like [5, 8, 15, 23]. These systems learn
from each user’s review text any latent “aspects” in which the user
is interested, but this does not apply to the majority of users, who in
general have written few if any reviews. Moreover, these methods
typically do not consider a current conversation, whichmay contain
additional preferences. Thus, if a user has expressed interest in a
particular director or actor in the past review, these systems could
make use of that in justifying a new recommendation, but that same
interest expressed in a new conversation would be missed. Some of
the systems described above directly use review text to form the
justifications (e.g., [14]), though often not in a conversational way
[8, 23]. Others use deep neural network models to generate text or
fill in positive-sentiment templates (e.g., [5, 15]) which may lead to
inaccuracies.

3 METHODS
In this section we list the baselines we have used to evaluate our
methods, and provide a detailed overview of our proposed method
of CONversational JUstificatons for REcommendations (CONJURE).

1Note we do not consider the recommender’s results. We are only concerned here
with the quality of the justification.

Table 1: Categories and subcategories of templateswith their
associated probability

Category Subcategory Example
Movie Features Cast (7.2%) This movie features %MAIN ACTOR%.
Movie Features Director (7.2%) It is directed by %DIRECTOR%.
Movie Features Genre (16.4%) You will enjoy it if you like %GENRE%
Movie Features Plot (31%) Here is what the movie is about: %PLOT%.
Movie Features Year (9.1%) It premiered in %YEAR%
Movie Features Avg Rating (16.4%) It has average score %AVG SCORE%....
Third Party Broad (7.2%) Many people seem to like it.
Third Party Specific (5.5%) My friend told me it was very good.

3.1 Baselines
We used two out of four template categories described in [16], as
well as testing no justification at all. Movie-Feature templates use
attributes such as director, cast, genre, etc. comprising twenty-four
templates in six subcategories. We also use generic Third-Party
Opinions, e.g., “A lot of people liked it”, with eight templates in
two subcategories. Table 1 shows the categories, subcategories, and
their distribution from [16].

We tested both non-contextualized and contextualized template-
based justifications. For non-contextual justifications, we select 2
templates according to distribution in Table 1 and populate them
using recommended item’s metadata, and join the two to return as
the justification. For contextual, template-based justifications, we
rank the templates described above according to the conversation to
create a contextualized justification. We first extract keywords from
the conversation and calculate the similarity between those and
a list of manually defined aspects corresponding to the templates.
Our similarity function is a smoothed inverse of Euclidean distance
between Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [3] embeddings of those
keywords and aspects. For example, words like “story”, “plot” or
“interesting” are most relevant to the plot-related template, while
words like “actress”, “cast” or “starring”, as well as names of all
the actors in the recommended movie, are most relevant to a cast-
related template. We finally select the top two distinct templates,
concatenate them, and return the result as the final justification.

3.2 Overview of out proposed method CONJURE
A natural way to create justifications is by extracting user opinions
from a rich set of written reviews [10, 26, 27]. To do that, we extract
portions of reviews that contain an opinion about the product or its
features. In [15], the authors used existing tools [22] to break the
text into EDUs [11]. As an example, consider this review (segments
are denoted with braces, and bold text marks EDUs suitable for
use in justifications):

“{this is a timeless movie}, {it really does age}. {kubrick was
the perfect director}{to capture stephen king’s vision}”

The CONJURE method consists of four basic steps:

(1) Prepare EDUs:
• Extract and encode ElementaryDiscourse Units (EDUs) [11]
from historical reviews associated with the recommended
item

• Classify whether each EDU is suitable to be used in justi-
fication generation

(2) Process the conversation into the user representation
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(3) Rank the positively classified EDUs from step 1 against the
user representation from step 2

(4) Construct candidate justifications and select the most natural
(with the lowest perplexity) using the pre-trained OpenAI
GPT2 language model [18]
• If there are at least 2 different EDUs with positive scores,
we use them to construct candidates

• If there is exactly one EDU available, we pick it, and one
top template (called “fallback template”) ranked using the
contextualized baseline approach (§3.1), and use those two
to construct candidates

• If there are no EDUs available (if there are too few reviews
and no viable EDUs exist, or if all EDUs have similarity 0),
we “fallback” again and return a justification constructed
using contextualized baseline approach (§3.1)

For step one: We used existing tools to extract EDUs [22]. For
classifying EDUs we iteratively re-trained the model from [15] by
adding mislabeled samples to the training data until satisfactory
results were achieved. In addition to 1.6k manually labeled samples
from the original paper, we have added 330 samples from movie-
domain reviews. Resulting classifier achieved 0.95 accuracy and
0.91 𝐹1 using 5-fold cross-validation.

In this paper we are exploring ways to perform steps two and
three, i.e. how to represent the user given the conversation, and
how to rank EDUs against that representation. We detail our exper-
iments in §4.2. The key difference between past works and ours is
that CONJURE attempts to build justifications without the current
user having written any relevant reviews from which we could
learn their preferences. CONJURE tries to generate a contextualized
justification by ranking EDUs against the current conversation
only.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe the movie-domain conversations we
used to test justification generation approaches, the different con-
versation representations and EDU ranking options we tested, the
metrics we chose to evaluate the resulting justifications, and the
design and analysis of a crowd-sourcing task to measure those
metrics.

4.1 Conversation corpus
We used conversations from OpenDialKG [13], filtered to include
only those about movies and only those with at least one recom-
mended item. We manually extracted movie names from the con-
versations and crawled amazon.com for matching movie titles in
their Prime Video department. We identified unique IDs for 450
conversations and downloaded the reviews for those unique IDs.

4.2 Experimental settings and
hyperparameters

Process the conversation into the user representation (Step 2).We
hypothesized that how we represent the user preferences, as im-
plied in a conversation, would be crucial to constructing an effective
justification for the recommended item. We tested three popular
methods to extract keywords or phrases from the conversation,

Figure 1: Examples of justifications generated by different
methods for a conversation to evaluate justifications

in an attempt to focus the EDU ranking on the most salient in-
formation: using the Python Keyphrase Extraction package (PKE)
[2]; using phrase-level sentiment analysis (Sentires) [27, 28]; or
using the whole utterance (no extraction). Additionally, we tested
whether to include only user utterances or both user and agent
utterances; this had no measurable effect so we do not discuss it
further.

Ranking EDUs against conversation representation (Step 3). Given
a set of utterances/keywords/aspects (we call them elements) that
represent the conversation, we test whether it is better to find EDUs
that best match each element individually and aggregate in the end,
or is it better to find EDUs that best match all elements at once.
If we treat them individually (Separate), we rank EDUs for each
element separately, choose the top EDU for each, and return the
EDUs with the highest overall similarity score. This approach has
the benefit of addressing different points and possibly returning
more diverse EDUs.
If we treat them as one (Concat), we concatenate all elements into
a single text and compute the similarity of EDUs to that text. This
approach benefits when not all aspects have corresponding EDUs,
and can potentially return more results.
We have also tested two metrics to measure similarity between
EDUs and elements. First, we use BM25 [19] using the Bag-of-Words
approach. Second, we compute a Euclidean distance between USE
vectors for the conversation, and the templates or EDUs. BM25 has
the advantage of returning 0 similarity between texts that have no
words in common, while USE always returns a non-zero score. And
USE has the advantage of returning an embedding vectors, so it can
correctly compare synonims, and does not rely on a string match
and common words.

Figure 1 shows one conversation from our data with example
justifications generated using different methods.

4.3 Metrics
A comprehensive set of metrics for justifications has been described
previously [21], and [1] further explored how to measure whether
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a given explanation or justification meets a particular goal. Out of
seven metrics described in those works, we chose two which most
fit our goals: Efficiency and Transparency. Efficiency, as defined in
[21], measures whether a justification helps a user make a decision
more quickly. Transparency measures how well the user under-
stands how the system works, that is, how the recommendation
was generated. Other metrics either do not fit the conversational
movie recommendations setting, or correlate with one of these two.

4.4 Annotation design and analysis
We evaluate all justification configurations discussed in §3 using
a pairwise crowd-sourced task, shown in Figure 2. Previous at-
tempts to distinguish between the different CONJURE options using
point-wise ratings hinted at trends but failed to reveal anything
statistically significant. Pairwise experiments force annotators to
make a choice and therefore can reveal preferences in the pres-
ence of significant overall variation. Our task includes screening
questions to ensure our annotators are engaged in the task and
are not bots. Since it would be prohibitively costly to annotate all
pairs of conversations, to minimize both cost and estimated model
parameter variance we followed [7] to design the experiment and
choose pairs for annotators to compare. The design optimizes the
chosen pairs of conditions and their order. After filtering the re-
sults we ended up with 347 unique pairs of setups covering 194
conversations and 528 justifications annotated by 67 judges. The
average directional (i.e., preferring one over the other, regardless of
preference strength) inter-rater reliability calculated using Cohen’s
Kappa was 0.71 for Efficiency and 0.64 for Transparency.

Following [7] we analyze the data using a linear paired compari-
son model: 𝑌 = 𝛿 + (x1𝑖 − x2𝑖 )′𝛽, where 𝑌 ∈ [−2, 2] is the observed
score for the pair, 𝛿 accounts for positional bias due only to the
task layout2, x𝑘𝑖 are feature vectors corresponding to justification
𝑘 ∈ {1, 2}, and 𝛽 is a parameter vector estimated by ordinary least
squares regression. In this model, a positive coefficient indicates
annotators prefer justifications with the corresponding feature. In
addition to the four configuration options, we compute two other
features. If the system is EDU-based, we recorded how the justifica-
tion was constructed according to Step 4 (§3.2): whether the system
fell back to templates, and if so, whether one EDU was replaced
or both (possible values: “not edu”, “not fallback”, “one template”,
“two templates”). Here “fallback” means using the template answer
when it is not possiblet for some reason to use EDU-based justi-
fication (not enough EDUs/similarity is 0/etc). We also include a
binary feature indicating whether conversation and justification
share named entities.

Alternately, when comparing the baselines which do not have the
features of the CONJURE systems, we computed a one-hot feature for
each CONJURE system. Finally, we bootstrap the data and report the
averaged from 1000 runs results and directly computed 𝑝-values.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This this section we show the results of our task, compare our
model to the baselines, and provide a feature-wise analysis of the
proposed method.

2Even though the design [7] includes choosing the order of pairs, explicitly modeling
this bias improves the statistical efficiency

Figure 2: The crowd task used to evaluate our justifications.

5.1 Comparing CONJURE systems to baselines
We first compared CONJURE systems to our baselines modeling each
CONJURE variant or baseline with its own one-hot feature. Table 2
shows the coefficients associated with each baseline or variation
of the CONJURE method. Coefficients are referenced to the baseline
which uses no justification. Negative values indicate justifications
that are preferred less than no justification at all.

Static templates (static_template) universally performed worst
for both Efficiency and Transparency. Unexpectedly, Conversa-
tional Templates (conv_template) were second worst, despite our
earlier point-wise tests (not shown) suggesting better performance
than some EDU-based systems. In all, eight EDU-based systems
significantly outperformed baselines for Efficiency and three for
Transparency. In both cases, the best systems use the USE encoding
for EDU ranking.
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Table 2: Statistically Significant regression coefficients for
systems-based analysis (higher is better)

Metric Concat User Aspects Avg Coef StdErr 𝑝-value
Efficiency
Intercept (𝛿) -0.332 0.078 <0.01
static_template -0.372 0.121 <0.01
conv_template -0.321 0.147 <0.01
bm25 concat user no aspects -0.213 0.077 0.01
bm25 separate user no aspects -0.174 0.085 0.04
bm25 concat both PKE -0.131 0.079 0.04
bm25 separate both keywords 0.150 0.089 0.04
USE separate user no aspects 0.218 0.115 0.04
USE separate user keywords 0.284 0.169 0.03
USE concat user keywords 0.304 0.144 0.03
USE concat both keywords 0.342 0.144 0.01

Transparency
Intercept (𝛿) -0.401 0.091 <0.01
static_template -0.389 0.121 <0.01
bm25 separate user keywords 0.151 0.079 0.02
USE concat user keywords 0.254 0.148 0.04

5.2 Feature-based analysis
We further explored which features are best for EDU-based systems.
The results for feature-based experiments are shown in Table 3. We
tried several other parameterizations including interaction terms,
and all give similar results. As noted above, we explicitly model the
(substantial) bias towards the first item presented, which allows us
to achieve the same statistical power with many fewer annotations.

Efficiency. Using the Universal Sentence Encoder (“USE”) metric
for ranking EDUs has a large positive effect (0.29 out of 2). We
had hypothesized that if the user has requested a movie with a
particular actor, director, etc., that including the entity alone would
be enough for the user to make a decision. Extracting keywords to
represent the conversation (“keywords”) was the best approach, a
bit better than simply using all text (“no aspects”), compared to
the reference condition (extracting key-phrases with “PKE”). We
found no statistically significant interaction between the ranking
metric and aspect extraction, indicating that keyword extraction
helps even when we embed with USE, which is surprising. Overall,
using USE, keyword extraction from the conversation, and using
one fallback template (“fallback templates: 1”) would result in an
average preference of ∼ 0.8 over the alternatives.

Transparency. The use of fallback templates (“fallback templates:
1”) also significantly improves Transparency (0.305 out of 2), which
we suspect is in part because these templates tend to use named
entities from the conversation. If the recommendation system men-
tions entities mentioned by the user, it is a clear signal the system
has understood the user and is making the recommendation based
on their stated preferences. To test this in the future, it would be
interesting to experiment with filling in the templates with entities
from the films other than those the user mentioned. Again, the
Universal Sentence Encoder (“USE”) was best at ranking EDUs to
best match the conversation.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have proposed a new method for generating Con-
versational Justifications for Recommendations (CONJURE). We have
explored the ways to represent users through conversations instead

Table 3: Statistically significant regression coefficients for
feature-based analysis (higher is better)

Feature Avg Coef StdErr 𝑝-value
Efficiency

Intercept (𝛿) -0.314 0.089 <0.001
USE 0.297 0.088 <0.001
keywords 0.304 0.093 <0.001
no aspects 0.207 0.096 0.016
fallback templates: 1 0.176 0.105 0.045

Transparency
Intercept (𝛿) -0.377 0.090 <0.001
USE 0.246 0.093 0.004
fallback templates: 1 0.305 0.103 <0.001

of more traditionally used historic reviews or numeric scores.We ad-
dressed the challenge of introducing factually incorrect information
by constructing justifications using a combination of contextually
selected templates and Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs) [11]
extracted from external movie reviews.

We have shown that even in the absence of any user profile,
we can make justifications in a conversational setting, which sig-
nificantly improve upon template-based or generic baselines, by
finding review fragments (EDUs) which better address stated user
interests. How the fragments are ranked against the conversation is
important; in our case, the best ranking was given by the Universal
Sentence Encoder similarity metric and representing the conversa-
tion using extracted keywords. More surprising, we found using a
combination of review fragments and entity-based templates was
beneficial: while purely template-based approaches did not perform
well, we suspect templates’ reliance on named entities grounds
the justification in the conversation, especially when there may be
insufficient high-quality review text to rely on. We found no pref-
erence for ranking EDUs against all aspects/keywords combined or
individually.

We will continue to explore other factors and techniques that
might improve our justifications in this important case where we
lack extensive user history. One might have guessed that the best-
performing keyword-extraction approach would have worked bet-
ter with BM25 ranking rather than USE, and this may merit further
investigation. Further work may also clear up whether users prefer
a mix of review- and template-based justifications, or if we simply
did not have enough high-quality review content to support all
recommendations here. We are also interested to learn whether an-
notators who have or have not seen the recommended movie might
give us different insights into how the justifications are perceived
by users, for which we do not yet have sufficient data.
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